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Who Are They? - Quest - World of Warcraft
why does B say "Who's they?" While "who are they" is, of
course, correct, "who's they" is also used correctly. In law
school, my Contracts professor would turn red when we used too
many pronouns in answering his questions about case facts.
Who are they for?
"they" isn't being used as a pronoun, but instead is being
used a word. Notice in that sentence by A the "they" takes the
plural form of the verb.
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Grammar: 'them' and 'they' | Onestopenglish
"Who They Are". Unleash the breath that damned wicked soul.
Make the sacrifice for good. An omen passed the flame through
the night. Benefit the figures face.
"who's they?" | The Grammar Exchange
Who are they? That's simple, it's those guy's over there. I
believe they are as being referred to the old wives, the
opinionated elderly women.
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